
THE PRINCIPLES OF LIGHT 
December 19, 1987 

"The principles o f  Light are illumination. Illumination more than just an initiation wherein for a 
moment the mind in its excellence conceives of  its highest level and perceives therein the great worth and 
value, the true pearl o f  great price. " 

I am come and have taken upon self once again the task of reincarceration 
that I might be momentarily near you. 

Beloved, each issuance is light receptive of each and every level of 
consciousness that you have and/or possess at use, and can make use of, 
represent exacting energies corresponding with the sending and receiving of 
such light rays as have contact with the consciousness. We see that the physical 
life expression or vital body has a light effect that can be simulated in other 
situations other than just the day of the sun and the movement of the hours that 
brings it, and then hides, giving it away. 

We find that individuals respond to light consciousness, because it is that 
that is perceived. Perception is the key word here, not that received but 
perceived, for in the perception, as we come into contact with vibration and 
emanative light quality, we perceive then the infinitesimally small and 
simultaneously that that is magnanimously large, 

In perspective each soul then realizes where within the chain of occurring 
events we find our planes being touched. What light is shed to that plane? 
What lessons thus engendered can be to us advantageous and, at the same time, 
correspond with the principles of Light. 

The principles of Light are illumination, Illumination more than just an 
initiation wherein for a moment the mind in its excellence conceives of its 
highest level and perceives therein the great worth and value, the true pearl of 
great price [Mat 13:46]. Within each lesson that life affords we can see the 
same corresponding values if one would but take listen and hear these things. 

When we attune to vibration it is more than that that can be heard, it can 
be felt. It is more than can be respondent to only the senses, it can be felt from 
within the center. The very center and core of  the vital light being that you are 
corresponds to the treatment of that light. 

Wherein the beginning then the dividing away comes great warfare on 
many levels of consciousness, preceded only by the deafness of those that were 
intended to hear the significance of the play upon the face of your globing, In 
what attempt was it that man has his education again and again afforded the 
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opportunity that wherein the shining of the light, in a moment of  illumination, he 
perceives the God factor, that part and/or portion of his identity that he can 
identify with that goes beyond the arm and embrace of even racial memory to 
that of light memory. Like-mindedness creates for a moment a flame, an 
engendering flame, uniting factor between two auras as they begin to respond to 
one another in linking for the light focus. And yet each individually being a 
light of Divine Energy can regulate that Energy. Thus, Beloved, even as with 
the auric pattern and the influence of the individual upon it, we are given to 
know that we create our happiness or unhappiness as we adjust to situations, 
circumstances, and often time realities, that are there, often there for a purpose 
and reason. 

Against what can we gauge then our knowledge of the present? Do we 
call upon the past to see reflective in that that can be remembered and retained 
significant lesson? Do we go seeking in our quest then into the future when the 
light shall come ... when the light shall come? Beloved, the greatest gift ever 
given unto the plane is an illuminating expression coupled with the experience. 
For light has been centered and directed toward your planing and globing for 
great, great lengths of time. Perhaps the true reflection has not yet centered. 
Perhaps there cannot be an echoing of light out from that which is still absorbing 
the light that is sent. 

How often then we quest sometimes in vain attempts to have the light 
enter our lives only to realize that life is a light unto itself. No light is 
practically used. No life is afforded itself of  the opportunity when it has not 
been a life that has been lived as a light unto the soul. We find that if we go into 
the illumed and inspired Word, we find that the scripture of the dividing of the 
light from the darkness [ Gen I :4] indicates just the beginning of the necessity of 
bringing all energies, positive and negative into a balanced situation and 
maintain that balance if at all possible to usher in the establishment of the 
principalities set about to bring into reality, once again, not the Armageddon 
aspect [Rev 16: 16), but the aspect of world focus and attention. There is a 
goodness genuine in man. You may see it within yourself surely, if self has 
revealed to you. You know of this preciousness that I speak, and if not, perhaps 
you have seen it in others. It can be seen in the genuine innocence of a child. It 
can be seen in the wisdom of those that have spent their years in earnest prayer. 
Sometimes we wear not the disguise, we tear away the veil and yet find 
ourselves still armored for the battle. Conflict over the issuance of a thousand 
years, a millennium of peace. 
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And in this time that you find yourselves touching with many other 
individuals, many other individuals' vibrations, many other individuals' 
emanations, as you are making attunements, whether consciously or 
subconsciously, to the thoughts that many other individuals at this particular 
time are having we find then the necessity ... the necessity that peace be issued in 
the name of all that is sacred and holy, that man call himself away, if only for 
one moment, to taste that peace that passeth the understanding [Phil 4:7]. 
Worlds in conflict and yet centered peace that speaks within. 

Call we then our attention to the experience of the great and many gifts 
that are given. In the lives of certain individuals historically important and 
significant, beyond historical accuracy, at times the lives have been afforded and 
the messengers that have been sent. From the very beginning the light beings 
that came and took entrance. We settle not for that that is left after darkness has 
purged and tom and laid asunder that of a world that truly has been desired of 
many to be perfected unto its planing and cannot be. But centering in the 
harmony is the necessity for the peace. 

Only in peace, and only in established peace, can true knowledge excel, 
great wisdom come to the forefront and be the guiding focus and factor in the 
life. The life of an individual; you, my beloved; the life of nations; the life of 
the people; that which we cannot connect individually, perhaps to, at desired 
moment, but know that the voice of humanity calleth and always when 
insincerity it is called, no rebuke is thereon sent. But rather an answer to that 
prayer, to that plea, a lifting up of the people. And when the people are lifted up 
in their knowledge, they will see their gifts and find genuinely the desire to seek 
with the gifts, not to distract from that that shineth in the presence of the temple, 
not to distract from that that is ongoing at the altar of the individual 
soul-personality, but to reach out and connect. 

The desire of the seeking soul is interconnection, receiving and sending, 
the reception is important. And in the moment of meditation when peace and 
freeing of the self for a moment (it may be fleeting), but that that openeth is 
therein the time that the light shines. And that light so important and numbered, 
not as many times in the scripture as you would think, but a sufficiency enough 
to indicate that illumination, the Light Experience, is that intended and inspired 
by the Spirit of Light to touch with man. They touch higher, but they touch 
man. The individual soul makes its decision according to that that is perceived 
and felt and heard. 

Feeding the sheep [John 21:16-17], hardly ... hardly a task that needs to be 
left to just anyone, one that does not have the care, the concern, the discipline of 
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seeing the importance even in the correct feeding of the sheep. That there be 
suffering, there is not teaching therein. For the mind rebels against that, not 
necessarily only that that is unpleasant but that that is unrealistic. 

And there is a saving power. When in reflection the light shines, we 
assess and call each unto their own to know where they are placed in the 
scheme. What task before us cannot be surmounted, accomplished, surrounded 
and lifted? What small ... what small gift, and many gifts toward the gift will be 
that presented in the time and in a season? 

The greatest gifts bespoken, those things of which the argument has 
always been to man proffered, the finer minds having discussed this at great 
length in many occasions, councils, and even that that is considered more 
sacred. They say that love is the greatest gift and many know this and feel and 
perceive this, but only when that love has touched you. Only when you are 
aware of that love, only when that love reigns and lives and flows through you. 
When no longer you can contain the amount of that that is within you and it 
overflows to the few and privileged others, or the many that can perceive of it. 
Know that a great blessing has been had. For filled to the brim, filled to the 
edge, closer to the edge, and there holding sufficient...sufficient. 

When we have the gifts, there are gifts of  knowing and knowledge. There 
are ways and orders, instructions and disciplines, configurements of those things 
that are to teach and show and experience upon each and every plane that you 
might touch. But that perhaps which has not come to your attention is that 
atttunement is that that necessitates attainment. Centering the consciousness, of 
in a perception felt false and/or vain belief. The significance is beyond just 
importance that you can and do, and you can link that which you can focus 
toward. The linking is there. You can feel at a distance as you begin to perceive 
the I. As you begin to touch and perceive that that is the intent beyond that 
which shows as words and matters. That we call and hold just to the moment 
the feeling and the touch. 

Beloved, there are those of great importance that walk near you. There 
are those of Divine guidance that linger near. There are those even higher that 
look upon this occasion toward the discipline of man's mind, and challenge that 
the heart not stop and challenge that the heart not stop opening and challenge 
that the heart not stop opening but rather resolve in itself the great goodness that 
can be seen. We may not touch it large and in a great way, but the significance 
is that it is touched and we attune to this. 
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Purpose, mission, ministry and function is to the individual. Discernment 
must come to each individual. And unto my children, it comes especial. Where 
you find yourself in this moment, perceive that a new beginning is upon us. 

When the mind is challenged and turneth toward the light, that light that 
shines, that diminisheth not in the hour of greatest need, but that shines about to 
show the inspiration. Far into the inspiration we come then through the gifts to 
an understanding, not of imagination, but of being able to project in 
visualization. 

When fantasy stands at one gate, unless the day deluded will be sufficient 
unto that occasion, we walk in step through a gate that opens brighter. We know 
beyond that that is even questioned, that not a great deal of significance can be 
attributed. The language of feeling is the greatest emotive language of  the heart. 
There are those that will speak of many things to you, and many that will belie 
specific purpose and intention to draw you into something that is of no more 
importance often times than the very least of significances. And yet, Beloved, 
there is a burning for soul seeks reunitation with that of its own, the grand and 
emphasized reunion. Force and touch with force and touch. The electricity so 
vital in so many ways can be of soul generate quality also. 

Taking the time to focus attention and to meditate opens perception. 
Whether you do this with and for one another or make your attunement to that 
that you perceive as myself, do not...do not forget the opportunity. There are 
exchanges on many levels and many now await to touch with you. There are 
those that challenge not the integrity or the prestige aspect, but the familiar 
concern of those in guidance to them. 

Beloved, worlds and worlds of light beyond the city of flower. We see 
and call each then unto their own in this particular hour, that each with the 
opportunities well expressed and fully given receive the blessing of the moment. 
Peace. And a holding peace beyond the challenge of man, perhaps a part with 
out of the aspect of full knowing. But for a moment, that peace. Speak quiet. 
Speak quiet and still the self unto listening. 

Soul of man, prepare. There are many that take ominous indications that 
are uttered perhaps of the mouths of prophets, and perhaps otherwise, that 
cannot wait the time. Hold safe, hold true, for the children of light and 
illumination that see the great gifts and perceive of the light there in them, 
realize in this special moment in time the celebrate toward that of the Christie 
Awareness. 
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Some have called and labored, and others attach less or more, and fall in 
their way away from just perception and take entrance into a supposed knowing, 
and belabor the power and the authority of the Christie Principle itself. And of 
that received as a vessel, how far extended into the future, how long shall we 
wait that the power be seen? The full demonstration works within the life, 
comes with the consciousness. 

Beings of light have constantly been sent around and unto the globing. 
Age in and age out, no age goes without the struggle that the light be received. 
Perhaps we have stood many times a little too impatiently, blinking the signal, 
sending out the signal, no one perceiving that message goes unheeded. 

But, Beloved, hear me. I have given you that that should be ... should be 
cherished. For if it has touched and is a part with you now, you are a child in 
this moment. But children of light and illwnination are drawn to where complex 
ideas, associations, involvements, the seeking, the questing for understanding. 
We cannot cast an eye save in discernment. Surround not that that you cherish 
and hold and find import with, to know the inner commerce of the higher only. 
Watch in the nocturnal hours, for many of you are being fully challenged. That 
which will not pass and are under merit, and will not allow you to step up the 
progressive pathway, that holds you w1to a thought. An idea, perhaps, with 
greater illumination around it could be seen more clearly and form then a new 
thought, for the new day awaits and in a new time. 

Advent in preparation, we come nigh into the nativity of awareness, there 
in silence looking for. .. looking for the gift. Some would call Him the Prince of 
Peace, others would see chaos and strife. Others would perhaps fonn an idea, a 
message given from generation to generation, and yet each life that manifests a 
light of high enough quality to direct and to realize, to be able to impart to 
individuals, must share in responsibility of that feeding. 

There is, Beloved, many, many great ones that wait to be touched and 
signaled. We do not know the signal, for it flashes .. .it flashes. Some hear it as a 
warning. But I hear it as a heralding, the fulfillment of prophesies given to man 
and cherished by those who sought in the word and in the symbol and true 
understanding. 

In preparation then each is challenged, and if you cannot find that a part of 
yourself to be a gift, then be a part of the gift. For there is a touch for and with 
you, child. Many of you ... many of you have access to those that herald light. 
Understand that there are different, many different energies and many different 
variations of light. Only the highest and the purest, the most crystalline of 
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illuminating experiences, especial enough for you. The light that bathes, that 
baptizes, that lifts up, that makes whole and complete, that giveth solace in times 
that disconsolation there abounds, that lifts up and prepares, that educates, and 
shows the way of the working for those that live and walk and have their being 
touching with the light. A faith beyond even questioning for all moments 
recorded of Divine contact and inspiration are truly touched as light experiences. 
Those that have and are given special charge to touch for a moment across the 
veil are light bearers through the experience. 

Where there is darkness the light shall move in its time, diminishing, 
diminishing and pushing on the hand of the clock through a cycle that never 
ceases. Care to and draw, focus, Beloved, toward continuing to educate the self 
and the soul. Continue to feed the soul in touch .. .in touch. 

There is a glow about and among you, and a movement, a challenge. 
When we cannot fulfill the presentation of our gift in its readiness, then we come 
forth finding creatively by the use of the imagination the instrument of the 
creative principle even, the Divine touch that cometh after the shower, that these 
be provisional, these be the providing set. There are many souls that you are to 
touch, Beloved. There are many who wait to hear at a distance. 

When you take entrance fully through the gate, when you come unto the 
gate of the year, and in the newest coming of that year, you will have arrived by 
decisions, feelings, nudgings, expressions, where you will find yourself 
according to your response with and to it. In an hour of great peace the 
understanding comes. And that that moves is made to cease and that which 
makes loud to hush. Out of darkness the Light appears. In the symbol of a star, 
in the symbol of a life, in the symbol of an experience and initiation, each will 
find their way unto the understanding. And those that come closest to it shall 
walk the way from Bethlehem to Calvary, that we know every step and in our 
hearts trace it again and again. 

Other lights will fill the sky, other stars will be seen and understood. 
Movement through the heavens even excepted, no greater light has ever shined, 
then shines in your mind upon your life with your light tonight. 

Beloved, may you go forth in peace, in light, and in love. There are those 
who touch with you that you would touch greater. A healing that you would 
heal more fully. A special gift embodied in the desire. 

Peace. 
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